
daniel von boros
web-developer
with a background in architecture

education

about me

2021/10 - 2021/04
careerfoundry
full-stack web-development program
intensive project-based training program with a focus on 
react, javascript, test-driven-development, pwa
2017/04 - 2014/10
hochschule für technik berlin
architecture (m.sc.)

work experience
2021/02 - 2020/05
bauart architekten und ingenieure
architect, construction project manager
detail planning, problem solving and negotiating during the ongoing con-
struction for a landlord and investor that needed support of an architect. 
successful completion of a property consisting of 120 residential units

meet
a front-end react pwa that informs about coding events accessing the 
google calendar API and coded in TDD style

filmopedia
react front-end application helping users to keep track of their favorite 
movies. developed with the MEAN stack.

talk
react-native chat application that allows users to share messages, photos 
and their location. created with expo.

2019/12 - 2018/03
von rüden immobilien
team supervisor construction, project manager
planning consultation & project management for landlords who wanted to 
get their properties maintained, effective completion of approx. 80 small 
to mid-size construction projects. employee leadership of six employees.

skills

libraries:

frameworks:

front-end:

angular

react, react native, jquery,
bootstrap

back-end:

databases:

testing:

user-acceptance,

other key abilities:

nodeJS, express

mongoDB, postgreSQL

unit, integration,

end-to-end

responsive design

html, css, js, ts

languages

english
german

french
spanish

hobbies
sports

photography
design

craftsmanship
furniture design

other skills

photoshop, indesign
CAD

ms project, office

sample projects

based in berlin, germany

vegan, forward thinking, enthusiastic and solution-oriented web 
developer, passionate about react and pwa‘s with a background 
in architecture, realising projects in the upper million range.
constantly trying to reduce his impact on nature and trying to 
make the world a better and more sustainable place.

danielvonboros@gmail.com

+49 15 75 25 52 52 0
Click here for LinkedIn
Click here for Portfolio

view project

view project

view project

https://linkedin.com/in/danielvonboros/
https://danielvonboros.com
https://github.com/danielvonboros/filmopedia-client
https://github.com/danielvonboros/talk
https://github.com/danielvonboros/meet

